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Opening comments….

The talk is based on United Kingdom experience – that said – similar situations will 
exist many places elsewhere in the world. 

The talk is based on work & professional experiences and my own personal views.

The talk demonstrates a lot more research is needed to understand what may be 
coming (the ‘consequence’) within the next 10 years or so…

I hope you enjoy the talk and ask questions at the end.



What re-energised the interest in the topic?

Late 2014, IOSH 
Thames Valley 

arranged a talk by a 
PPE manufacturer 
titled “Respiratory 
dust and means of 

protection”.
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A significant portion 
of the talk centred 

on respirable 
crystalline silica 

(RCS) – the style, 
language and 
presentation 

appeared to suggest 
RCS was a new 

phenomenon and 
their kit was the 

answer.
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I made a point that 
in 1974 @ age 16 – I 
had a similar talk on 

RCS at the H&S 
induction of my coal 

mining 
apprenticeship – the 

information was 
around 60 years old 

in 2014!
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It was stated, then 
backed up later with 

names that: “HSE 
anecdotal evidence 

suggests RCS 
exposure could have 

a death rate 10 
times greater than 

asbestos 
exposure…” That 
got my interest…!
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A little history – why we 
have a ‘consequence’…?

• This specification was made under the New 
Roads and Street Works Act 1991.

• One of the prime reasons for the specification 
was dangerous reinstatement after road works and 
street works.

• Previous techniques weren’t durable causing 
depressions and collapse.

• Subsequent vehicle damage, road traffic collisions 
with associated increase in risk to human life 
including pedestrians, unnecessary traffic delays 
and unreasonable costs.
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What used to 
happen?
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• Pneumatic handheld or machine 
mounted road breaker pick used to 
break out surface layers – black-top; 
asphalt; concrete; modular blocks.



Occupational Health 
Hazards from using 
these breakers…
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• Noise

• Vibration

• MSD

• Dermatitis

•But….

•Virtually zero dust!



The problem…
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• Use of a percussive breaker pick causes 
the edge of the cut to be uneven and 
ragged; it is not a clean or straight cut.

• When reinstating after work – the new 
surface material must securely bond to 
the existing material.

• The uneven | ragged edge makes 
achieving a secure bond almost 
impossible.

• Hence the new specification.



The danger…
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• Due to the poor bond 
and traffic movement 
over the area –
depressions and then 
collapse occurs.

• Obvious elevated risk 
of traffic collisions, 
vehicle damages, 
traffic delays, repair 
costs, etc.

• Something had to be 
done to improve the 
situation….



The scale of the problem…. Primarily 
buried utility services and construction:

Electricity Water
Water 

Firefighting
Sewerage Gas

Telecoms Cable TV Street Lights
Street Furniture, 

Road Signs, 
Traffic Signals

Illuminated 
Advertising

Oil pipelines
Aviation Fuel 

pipelines
Wide Area 

Networks (WAN)
Solar Farms



Approximately 4 million UK 
excavations Per Annum…
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• Between 20% to 25% of 
excavations are through a 
hard surface that needs to 
be ‘clean-cut’ – some 
800,000 to 1,000,000 
excavations of various 
sizes and dimensions.



What was actually 
stated to create 
the ‘unintended 
consequence’?
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After the introduction 
of this specification..

•We went from this….

1
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To this…
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“Cutting by 
machine, e.g. 
road saw,  
coring 
equipment or 
planer is 
preferred.”



Clean Cut Lines…
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• The use of high speed rotating road 
saws.

• The clean cut lines give a better bond 
between the existing surface and the 
newly laid reinstatement.

• The risk of collapse and the 
subsequent danger is reduced.

• The specification includes sub-layer 
materials and compression, depths, 
wear surface thickness, utility 
service markings, etc.



Comparison – before & after breakers

• Before:

➢Ragged edge of surface material

➢Poor bond

➢Collapsing reinstatements

➢Occupational health hazards

• After

✓Clean, straight edge

✓Better bond

✓More durable reinstatements

✓Occupational health hazards

✓Dust – lots and lots of dust..!

✓Increased Risk of Silicosis
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Uncontrolled 
Cutting –
Note 70mg/m3

within 17 
seconds.
This task 
reaches the UK 
W.E.L. of 
0.1mg/m3 in 
around 7 
seconds!
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Silicosis – a 
reminder, 
what is it?

Disease of the lungs caused by 
breathing respirable crystalline 
silica dust – duct created from 
work activity | similarities with 
pneumoconiosis and asbestosis

Most masonry, sandstone, 
concrete, clay & soil contain 

silica.

Also causes chronic obstructed 
pulmonary disease (COPD).

Associated with lung cancer, 
smokers are significantly more 

at risk.

No cure
Sufferers die from heart failure 
as the lung capacity is greatly 

reduced.

Qualitative research states: 
sufferers sensation is the same 
as having to breathe through a 

drinking straw!
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Anecdotal 
evidence 
since 1991

There are 10’s and possibly 100’s of thousands of 
workers who have been operating these high 
speed rotating cutting discs starting 1991 and a 
significant portion of their usual daily work.

These ‘road cutters’ were in use before 1991, 
however, the new specification for the 
reinstatement of highways basically legislated for 
their use instead of road breaker picks.

The growth in the use of these tools and their 
derivatives for many applications other than street 
works and road works is also significant as their 
utility, accuracy and speed in a multitude of 
‘masonry’ tasks is exceptional.
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You are at risk if the dust 
you breathe in over a full 
shift contains more RCS 
than the amount shown 
here next to the penny.

Source HSE.gov.uk



The situation is definitely getting better…

Seismic shift in dust awareness since 
around 2013/2014 – however - usually 
large construction sites and employers.

Construction site techniques include:

• Vacuum dust - rather than dry 
sweeping

• Wet cutting for masonry, concrete, 
asphalt, etc.

• Dust collection, on-tool filtration

• Fit2Fit face fit testing

• Improved training and worker 
campaigns

• Strong enforcement – HSE 
prosecutions & prohibition notices
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Water 
suppression 
controlled 
cutting –
note dust 
reading 
virtually 
zero
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What additional research is needed…?

Growth in the number and 
type of machines used – how 
many 1990 | how many 2017

Growth in the number and 
types of cutting discs used –
how many in 1990 | how many 
2017?

Number and type of 
respiratory protective 
equipment used – how many 
in 1990 | how many 2017?

Number of users trained and 
face fit tested – how many 
1990 | how many 2017

Number of suppression, 
extraction systems fitted – how 
many 1990 | how many 2017?



What 
additional 
research is 
needed…?

Growth in the number of people using these machines and 
discs – how many 1990 | how many 2017?

Dust particle sizes, volumes for different materials and cutting 
discs.

Effect of dry, wet and windy weather.

Dust cloud formation within user breathing zone and the 
actual volume of RCS – V – various cutting discs & accessories

Maintenance records to ensure effectiveness.

Health surveillance records for those affected/exposed.

Analysis of existing scholarly articles to determine if valuable 
information isn’t being utilised.
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What might we find in comparisons…?

Compare the number of 
machines purchased 1990, 
year by year to today – plot 
this on a graph.

1
Compare the number of 
cutting discs and accessories 
purchased 1990, year by 
year to today – plot this on 
a graph.

2
Compare the number of 
correct types of dust mask 
FFP3  purchased 1990 & the 
number of face fit tests, 
year by year to today – plot 
these on a graph.

3
Compare the number of 
dust suppression or 
extraction systems 
purchased 1990, year by 
year to today – plot this on 
a graph.
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Comparisons….

• If the same scale was used, 
items 3 & 4 would likely not even 
register on a graph – the 
difference between 1 & 2 - and -
3 & 4 is probably going to be 
dead people – sufferers of 
silicosis, COPD and lung cancer.
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Why do we need more research..?



My personal 
crusade to increase 

awareness…

• 2016 Conference Motion on RCS 
gave background then;

• Requested 4 actions:
1) Create a members register of those 
exposed – currently an asbestos register

2) Improve awareness via union publicity, 
media.

3) Lobby Government to substantiate 
anecdotal evidence.

4) Targeted campaign involving Prospect 
H&S reps, negotiators & staff 
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Comparison of worker deaths from 
lung disease and accidents…
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• 14,542 / 137 = >106

• For every 1 person that dies because of an ‘at 
work’ accident – there are at least 106 others 
who die from an occupational lung disease.

• The RCS volumes, intensity, length of 
exposure time and lack of controls – this ratio 
will likely rise.

• The research items lists previously may help 
extrapolate likely future death rates



Improvements needed…

• Behaviour (ABC) of safety.

• Education – information 60+ years old 
appears to be lost! re-introduce in modern 
communications media.

• On-Tool suppression & extraction (4 H&S 
exhibitions – 28 dust mask suppliers | 1 dust 
suppression kit suppler!).

• Enforcement – just and fair but meaningful.

• Fashion trends – lots and lots of beards now.
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More ‘consequences’…
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• UK 2016 introduced the 
sentencing guidelines:
• Fines and custodial 
prison sentences in 
proportion to:

• Culpability
• Risk
• Company Turnover

Almost impossible to 
defend from the wealth of 
existing evidence



H&S Offences – The new 
sentencing guidelines



Determining 
the offence 
category

• The court should consider the culpability and risk of harm 
factors to identify the seriousness of the offence.  The court 
should ask:

• How foreseeable was serious injury? The more 
foreseeable it was, the graver will be the offence.

• Did the defendant fail to comply with advice from 
regulators, authorities or employees?

• Did the defendant fail to comply with industry 
standards?

• How adequate was training, supervision or reporting 
arrangements?

• How widespread was non-compliance?

• Was there more than one death or a high risk of further 
deaths, or serious personal injury in addition to death?

• The court must… ensure that the penalty imposed is not only 
proportionate and just, but will bring home to management 
and shareholders the need to protect the environment…. H&S 
offences will be given the same requirement starting February 
2016. Could be up to 100% of pre-tax profit – even if this 
exceeds £100m!



H&S Offences 
- New 
Sentencing 
Guidelines

• Fine range = £50 to £450,000 = Trivial breach = £50 to £2000

• Serious breach causes death = £150,000 to £450,000

Very small company <£2m turnover

• £100 to £1.6m = Trivial breach = £100 to £5000

• Serious breach causes death = £300,000 to £1.6m

Small company £2m to £10m turnover

• £1000 to £4m = Trivial breach = £1000 to £10,000

• Serious breach causes death = £1m to £4m

Medium company £10m to £50m turnover

• £3000 to £10m = Trivial breach = £3000 to £60000

• Serious breach causes death = £2.6m to £10m

Large company >£50m turnover

Very large company – could be almost anything £££££….



Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR)

• CSR statements will be scrutinised

• Large corporations often report on supply chain performance – how will 
they account for the potential increase in silicosis in their own and contract 
workers statistics?

• New economic power houses around the world relying on 
migrant/immigrant labour:

• UAE

• Singapore

• Qatar

• Hong Kong

• When these workers return after many year of work, how do we keep 
track of their health?
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Are we prepared 
for what may 
manifest..?

Probably not!

Families

Insurance

Medical profession

Benefits system
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What do I 
conclude…?

There is a high likelihood of an ‘unintended consequence’.

Death rates from silicosis and associated lung diseases are likely to 
rise – by how much is the big question? – the answers may come 
from more scholarly research.

The volume of RCS produced by these machines is unprecedented.

The growth in their use is exponential – virtually every utility or 
masonry worker use the kit almost daily, often for prolonged periods.

Mass use of suppression, extraction and worker protection to reduce 
RCS exposure started around 20+ years too late.  There are still only a 
small proportion of ‘at-risk’ workers using these techniques.

Smoking, diesel fumes and lifestyle choices likely increase risk 
significantly.
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More 
conclusions…

It doesn’t appear that these issues were properly considered in 
1991.

Sufferers, families, employers, the medical profession and 
insurers don’t appear to be ready for what may come.

In the UK – a lot of people in senior positions may face custodial 
prison sentences

There is definite evidence the situation is improving, especially in 
the last 3 years or so – however – small construction companies 
and their workers are being left behind.

More research is definitely needed – any takers…?
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Beware the law of unintended 
consequence…

Any Questions…?
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vince.butler@rsvpsafety.com
vince@intelligent-kiosk.com

www.rsvpsafety.com
www.intelligent-kiosk.com

Vince Butler
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Sources Used 
In this 
Presentation

www.hse.gov.uk

Google web & images

www.gov.uk

www.iosh.co.uk

National Joint Utilities Group
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